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The final paragraph in the Results section is duplicated. The first version of the paragraph is
correct and is provided here.

We then turned to the 23 female-specific sites. These sites were concentrated in two loci
overlapping non-coding RNAs (X56 and X130), largely identical to sites previously identified
as being involved in a repeat-specific X chromosome behaviour [38]. Although there are far
fewer sites to analyse than the other classes, the female specific sites are all enriched for binding
to YY1, which is known to tether XIST to the inactive X nucleation centre [39]. Horakova et al
[38] explored the RNA expression of these ncRNAs in female cells; we performed fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) for RNA in both male and female cells. Consistent with the pub-
lished results [38], we detected RNA from the active X at these loci in female cells (Fig 7A). In
male cells we also detected RNA expression (despite the female specific nature of the CTCF
sites, Fig 7B), suggesting that these CTCF sites are likely to be involved in a female-specific in-
activation process at these loci. Using the data from Kilpinen et al, we can show that these sites
are active in female lymphoblastoid cell lines, but not male (S23 Fig). It is notable how few of
these sites there are on the X chromosome, compared to the far more numerous single-active
and both-active categories.
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